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Purpose: The authors’ purpose is to model the case of an implantable pulse generator (IPG) and the
electrode of an active implantable medical device using lumped circuit elements in order to analyze
their effect on radio frequency induced tissue heating problem during a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) examination.
Methods: In this study, IPG case and electrode are modeled with a voltage source and impedance.
Values of these parameters are found using the modified transmission line method (MoTLiM) and the
method of moments (MoM) simulations. Once the parameter values of an electrode/IPG case model
are determined, they can be connected to any lead, and tip heating can be analyzed. To validate these
models, both MoM simulations and MR experiments were used. The induced currents on the leads
with the IPG case or electrode connections were solved using the proposed models and the MoTLiM.
These results were compared with the MoM simulations. In addition, an electrode was connected
to a lead via an inductor. The dissipated power on the electrode was calculated using the MoTLiM
by changing the inductance and the results were compared with the specific absorption rate results
that were obtained using MoM. Then, MRI experiments were conducted to test the IPG case and the
electrode models. To test the IPG case, a bare lead was connected to the case and placed inside a
uniform phantom. During a MRI scan, the temperature rise at the lead was measured by changing
the lead length. The power at the lead tip for the same scenario was also calculated using the IPG
case model and MoTLiM. Then, an electrode was connected to a lead via an inductor and placed
inside a uniform phantom. During a MRI scan, the temperature rise at the electrode was measured by
changing the inductance and compared with the dissipated power on the electrode resistance.
Results: The induced currents on leads with the IPG case or electrode connection were solved for
using the combination of the MoTLiM and the proposed lumped circuit models. These results were
compared with those from the MoM simulations. The mean square error was less than 9%. During the
MRI experiments, when the IPG case was introduced, the resonance lengths were calculated to have
an error less than 13%. Also the change in tip temperature rise at resonance lengths was predicted
with less than 4% error. For the electrode experiments, the value of the matching impedance was
predicted with an error less than 1%.
Conclusions: Electrical models for the IPG case and electrode are suggested, and the method is
proposed to determine the parameter values. The concept of matching of the electrode to the lead
is clarified using the defined electrode impedance and the lead Thevenin impedance. The effect of
the IPG case and electrode on tip heating can be predicted using the proposed theory. With these
models, understanding the tissue heating due to the implants becomes easier. Also, these models are
beneficial for implant safety testers and designers. Using these models, worst case conditions can
be determined and the corresponding implant test experiments can be planned. C 2015 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4921019]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful
diagnostic tool, patients who wear active implantable medi-
cal devices (AIMDs) cannot take advantage of MRI or can
be scanned under restrictive conditions. In conventional MRI
scanners, the radio frequency (RF) fields, which are essential
for MRI, are generated by birdcage body coils. The coupling
between AIMDs and the body coils may result in high E-field
in the tissue around the AIMD,1 which can cause excessive
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tissue heating.2 The issues on the tip heating of the leads inside
MRI scanners have been studied extensively.3,4 Progress has
also been made in the MR safety of implants.5
Electromagnetic simulations and phantom experiments are
the most powerful tools for the safety analysis of AIMDs.
Although very accurate results can be obtained using these
tools, they are valid only for the examined cases. To obtain
a good understanding of the problem, the electromagnetic
interaction between the AIMD which is under testing and
the body coil must be simulated and tested by using MRI
experiments under many different configurations. This process
is very time consuming and very costly. A simple model of
complete AIMD system including its electrode and case will
be very beneficial for obtaining good intuition on the problem
and also very helpful for designing more precise experiments.
In our earlier study, the leads of the AIMDs were modeled us-
ing the modified transmission line method (MoTLiM).11 This
model is not complete since it does not include the effects of
the implantable pulse generator (IPG) cases and the electrodes.
These, however, significantly change the induced currents on
the leads and alter the implant heating problem. There are
several studies in the literature for analyzing the effect of the
IPG cases and electrodes on the implant heating. For example,
Carmichael et al.6 investigated the issue on the tip heating
of intracranial electroencephalograph (EEG) electrodes using
two different tail configurations, i.e., open circuit and short
circuit. However, another configuration may result in a worse
case, which can be found by using the proposed method.
Modeling of leads, electrodes, and IPG cases can prove helpful
for understanding the interactions between them. Nordbeck
et al.7 analyzed 36 different cases by changing electrode and
lead properties and showed the interactions between different
leads and electrodes. Although these results illustrate the effect
of electrodes and IPG cases on implant heating, a systematic
method is required to better understand the behavior of these
components of AIMDs.
Nitz et al. modeled the electrodes as resistive elements8
in their analysis of lead tip heating using DC measurements.
However, the safety concern lies in the interaction of the
implant with the RF pulses, and therefore, the analysis should
be conducted at or around the Larmor frequency. A nonzero
reactance in the equivalent circuit is expected in the electrode
and the IPG case model. As will be shown in later parts of the
paper, an additional voltage or current source is required to
accurately model the electrode and the IPG case. The model
parameters must be defined in relation to the RF scattering
behaviors of the lead, the electrode, and the IPG case.
The effect of the implantable pulse generator on the tip
temperature rise is rarely investigated in the literature. In the
literature, there are studies that include IPG and show temper-
ature rise for fully implanted systems.9,10 However, there are
no clear data that show how IPG will change the temperature
rise when it is introduced and removed.
In this paper, the IPG case and electrode parts of an AIMD
are modeled such that they can be used in conjunction with
the MoTLiM.11 The model of the IPG case and electrode
are explained, following which the method used to find the
model parameters is detailed. After finding the model param-
eters, induced currents on leads with the IPG case or electrode
connections are determined using the MoTLiM. Finally, the
proposed methods are tested using MRI experiments. Dur-
ing these analyses, bare cylindrical leads were used with a
rectangular IPG case, a cylindrical electrode, and a spherical
electrode. A lead is connected to an IPG case, and by changing
the lead length, the temperature rise is measured and compared
with the specific absorption rate (SAR) values, which are
calculated using the IPG case model and the MoTLiM. Ad-
ditionally, an electrode is connected to a lead via an inductor,
and by changing the inductance, tip heating at the electrode
is measured and compared with the SAR values, which are
calculated using the circuit model.
2. THEORY
In our earlier study, we modeled the lead (not including
its electrode or case) using a MoTLiM.11 In this model, the
lead is assumed to be in a hypothetical shield. An hypothetical
voltage between this shield and the lead and the current on the
lead are formulated using well-known telegrapher equation.
This model simplified the lead current calculation dramati-
cally by replacing the lead with two parameters: the serial
lead impedance per length and the equivalent wavenumber.
The relationship between the scattering properties of the lead
and environment was also demonstrated. In this study, as an
extension of the previous study, electrode and IPG case of an
AIMD are modeled, and using MoTLiM, their effect on lead
tip heating is analyzed.
When a lossy body is considered, there are current loops
inside the body due to the incident RF field. When a lead
is placed inside the body, the patterns of these current loops
change and follow a different loop, including the lead itself.
Therefore, there is current flowing from the body to lead and
from the lead to body along the lead. Figure 1 shows current
F. 1. (a) and (b) are sketch of the current patterns around a lead and a lead connected to a pulse generator, respectively.
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pattern inside the tissue in presence of a generic AIMD. In
Fig. 1(a), the current flowing at the lead tissue boundary of
the lead is shown without the IPG case. Because the lead is a
source-free region, the total current flowing into and out from
the lead must be zero. However, the presence of an IPG case or
electrode changes these currents along the lead. In Fig. 1(b),
the current pattern at the boundary of a lead and the body is
shown for a lead connected to an IPG case. It can be observed
that total current at the lead and tissue boundary is not zero.
However, in this case, there must be a source. To show this
effect for the IPG case and electrode, a current source is used
in the circuit model. Since the magnitudes of conduction and
displacement currents are comparable, a complex impedance
is used in order to model the interaction between the IPG
case and the electrode with the tissue. Therefore, the circuit
model of the electrodes and IPG cases has a current source
(Ic) and impedance (Zc), as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, to
be consistent with the previous studies in the literature8,12 and
because boundary conditions are easily defined throughout the
paper, instead of a current source and impedance, a Thevenin
equivalent (Vc and Zc) is used.
After defining the circuit models, the scattering problem
can be converted into a simple circuit problem and then solved.
This circuit model is easy to use with previously published
model, which is based on the modified transmission line circuit
model11 as shown in Fig. 2(b). Z is the series impedance,
and Y is the shunt admittances of the lead. From the circuit




F. 2. (a) The IPG case and electrode model as the current source and
impedance and the Thevenin equivalent circuit. (b) The modified transmis-
sion line model. Distributed voltage sources were introduced to show the
effect of the incident field. (c) The IPG case model connected to the modified
transmission line model. (d) The electrode model connected to the modified
transmission line model.
In the MoTLiM,11 the behavior of the induced currents












−ZY is the wavenumber along the lead, Z is
the distributed impedance, s is the position along the lead,
I(s) is the current on the lead, and Ei(s) is the tangential
component of the incident E-field. Equation (1) was derived
from the modified lumped element model of the lead. Using the
same model, an equation for the hypothetical voltage, which is







Using the equation of continuity, it can be observed that
the hypothetical voltage is the scaled version of the charge
distribution along the lead. However, using the hypothetical
voltage can help define associated concepts throughout the pa-
per. For the sake of simplicity, the proposed theory is explained
using uniform E-field exposure. However, the concepts that are
explained throughout the paper can be rederived for any known
incident E-field.
2.A. Modeling of the IPG case and electrode
To explain the method, we consider an IPG case and deter-
mine its parameter values. In MoTLiM, leads were modeled
as shown in Fig. 2(b) with series impedances, Z , and shunt
admittances, Y , for infinitesimally small portions of lead. First,
the Thevenin equivalent of a lead is found at the point shown
in Fig. 2(c) using the MoTLiM. Solving Eqs. (1) and (2) with
a uniform E-field, the current and hypothetical voltage along
the lead can be found as follows:
I (s) = Ae− jkts+Be jkts+ Ei
Z
,






where Ei is the tangential component of the uniform incident
field, and A and B are the unknowns which will be found using
boundary conditions.
Here, the Thevenin equivalent of the lead, with length lm,
from the terminal at s = −lm/2 will be found when the other
end of the lead (s = lm/2) is floating inside the tissue. To find
the open circuit voltage, Voc, the boundary conditions in Eq. (4)
can be applied to Eq. (3) and the unknowns A and B are thus
determined,
I (s =−lm/2) = 0,
I (s = lm/2) = 0. (4)
Since the end of the lead at s = lm/2 is floating inside the
tissue, the current will be zero. Please note that this condition
merely states that there will not be any current flowing from
the wire to the places other than the surrounding medium. The
current flowing to the medium is possible, and in fact, it is
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typically very high around the tip of the wire. At s = −lm/2,
to find the Voc, current must be zero. After replacing the A and





To find the short circuit current, Isc, the boundary conditions
in Eq. (6) are applied to Eq. (3), and the unknowns A and B are
determined,
V (s =−lm/2) = 0,
I (s = lm/2) = 0. (6)







where lm is the lead length. Voc is the Thevenin voltage, and





Using the Thevenin equivalent of the lead and the IPG case
model, Kirchhoff’s voltage equation can be written as follows:
Vc− I (s =−lm/2)Zc− I (s =−lm/2)Zth−Vth= 0, (9)
where I is the current at the connection point of the IPG case
and the lead. However, in Eq. (9), there are three unknowns.
I can be found using method of moments (MoM) simula-
tions, but there is still a need for a second equation to find
the remaining two unknowns. Therefore, a second lead, for
example, with different lengths, can be used for these calcula-
tions, and a second Kirchhoff’s voltage equation is obtained.
Then, solving the Kirchhoff’s voltage equations for two leads
simultaneously, the parameters of the IPG case can be found.
To find the parameters of the electrode circuit model (Ve and
Ze), the same method can be applied.
2.B. Induced currents on lead with electrode
and IPG case
Because the birdcage coils are widely used as transmit coils
in MRI and they have a fairly uniform E-field distribution
along their z-axis, uniform E-field exposure to the implants is
not an unlikely situation. Therefore, we consider a lead under
uniform E-field incidence with length lm. We connect the lead
to an IPG case at position s =−lm/2 and leave the other end of
the lead at position s = lm/2 floating inside the medium.
Solving Eqs. (1) and (2) with a uniform E-field, the current
and hypothetical voltage along the lead are found, as in Eq. (3).
To find the unknowns A and B, the following boundary condi-
tions are applied:
V (s =−lm/2)− I (s =−lm/2)Zc−Vc = 0,
I (s = lm/2) = 0, (10)
where Vc is the IPG case voltage and Zc is the IPG case
impedance. The same boundary condition can be used for the
electrode by replacing Vc with the electrode voltage (Ve) and
Zc with the electrode impedance (Ze). Applying the boundary
conditions in Eq. (10), the following equation system with two

















Solving Eq. (11), the unknowns A and B and, consequently,
the induced current and the hypothetical voltage can be found.
2.C. Calculation of the rise in tip temperature
Circuit models of the IPG case and electrode need to be
verified; however, they are not directly measurable quantities.
Therefore, for the verification of the circuit models, their effect
on the rise in tip temperature at the lead tip is used. Instead of
calculating the rise in tip temperature directly, the square of
the hypothetical voltage is used. The hypothetical voltage is
the scaled version of the charge on the lead. Assuming that the
scattered fields decay fast due to the conductivity of the tissue,
the square of the hypothetical voltage has a linear relationship
with the SAR and rise in temperature at the lead tip.
2.C.1. Formulation of the rise in tip temperature
at the lead tip and effect of the IPG case
When a uniform E-field excitation, Ei(s) = E0, is applied,
the current and hypothetical voltage along the lead can be
found as in Eq. (3). Let the lead be located between s =−lm/2
and s = lm/2. If both ends of the lead are not connected to any
IPG case or electrode, the current at s = ±lm/2 will be zero.
Therefore, the induced current and the hypothetical voltage
along the lead can be found as follows:

























Assuming that the scattered fields are decaying fast due to
the loss of the surrounding medium, the hypothetical voltage
has an approximate quadratic relationship with the rise in





where C is a constant, which depends on thermal properties of
the medium as explained in Yeung et al.,2 and also includes the
spatial averaging effect.13 In this work, the value of C was not
calculated, and therefore, the above equation was considered
as a proportionality.
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To see the effect of the IPG case, a lead with length lm
was connected to the IPG case at s = −lm/2, and the square
of the hypothetical voltage was calculated at s = lm/2. Under
uniform E-field exposure, the hypothetical voltage distribution
along the lead was found using Eq. (3). Additionally, the
unknowns A and B must be found by applying the following
boundary conditions:
I (lm/2) = 0,
V (s =−lm/2)− ZcI (s =−lm/2)−Vc = 0, (15)
where Zc and Vc are the case impedance and voltage, respec-
tively. By determining the unknowns A and B, the square of
the hypothetical voltage can be found.
2.C.2. Effect of matching the lead impedance
to the electrode impedance
The electrode impedance indicates the interaction of the
electrode with the tissue. Therefore, the dissipated power asso-
ciated with the real part of the electrode impedance is the
power dissipated in the tissue. From this point of view, it
can be considered the scaled version of the SAR around the
electrode. Therefore, the dissipated power associated with the
real part of the electrode has a linear relationship with the rise
in temperature. First, the Thevenin equivalent of the lead is
found, as in Eqs. (5) and (8) from the point shown in Fig. 2(d).
Then, using the Thevenin equivalent and the circuit model of











where Re is the real part of the electrode impedance. If a
matching impedance is placed between the electrode and the
lead, as shown in Fig. 3, the dissipated power on the electrode










Although the perfect power matching condition cannot be
achieved with a single element, the imaginary part of the
sum of the Thevenin impedance of the lead and the electrode
impedance can be canceled out. Under this condition, the
dissipated power from the electrode can be maximized. Any
change in the value of the matching impedance will reduce the
dissipated power.
F. 3. (a) Modified transmission line model connected to the electrode via a
matching inductor. (b) Connection of the lead to the electrode via a matching
inductor.
3. METHOD
The circuit model parameters of the IPG case and electrode
were found using the MoTLiM and MoM together. Then, their
validity was checked using the MoM simulations and MRI
experiments. For the MoM simulations,  was used (
Software & Systems Germany, Böbligen, GMbH), and MRI
experiments were conducted using the 3 T Siemens TimTrio
system.
3.A. IPG case circuit model
The circuit model of the IPG case was tested using MoM
simulations and MRI experiments. A rectangular box with
dimensions 1.2 × 4.4 × 5 cm, which are close to commercially
available pulse generator dimensions, was used for both the
simulations and experiments. For the simulations, the box was
considered to be a perfect electric conductor (PEC). For the
MRI experiments, a copper box was built; however, the loss of
copper was ignored for the calculations. A circular phantom
was prepared for the experiment and filled with HEC solu-
tion. The relative permittivity and conductivity of the phantom
material were measured as 55 and 0.17 S/m, respectively, at
123 MHz. Phantom gel was prepared such that its electrical
properties are close to electrical properties of human muscle
tissue.14
To find the values of IPG case circuit model parameters,
the method explained in Sec. 2.A was used. Bare wires with
a diameter of 0.5 mm and lengths of 15 and 45 cm were
connected to the PEC box. The current at the connection point
of the IPG case and wire was found using the MoM for both
wire lengths. To validate the model parameter, a bare wire with
a diameter of 1.3 mm was connected to the PEC box, and the
induced current under uniform E-field on the leads was solved
for lead lengths of 40.3, 35.3, and 27.3 cm, which are chosen
to show that models are capable of solving the oscillatory
behavior of the induced currents. The results were compared
with the MoM simulations. During MoM simulations, a lead
was placed on z-axis and the PEC box was connected to it. PEC
box was meshed with maximum edge length of 0.5 mm and
leads were segmented with maximum segment length of 2 mm.
All geometry was illuminated by four plane electromagnetic
waves propagating in x, −x, y , and −y directions and E-
field component was in z direction at 123 MHz to emulate
the birdcage coil. The IPG case model was also tested using
MRI experiments. The IPG case was connected to the bare lead
with a diameter 1.3 mm and positioned inside the phantom,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). This configuration ensures that the lead
is exposed to a uniform E-field. The length of the lead was
changed from 5.3 to 45.4 cm, and the temperature rise at the
lead tip was measured using a fiber optic temperature sensor
(Optical Temperature Sensor, Neoptix Reflex-4 RFX134A) as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The square of the hypothetical voltage at
the lead tip was calculated and compared with the experimental
data. Using the same lead and removing the IPG case, the
experiments to measure the rise in the tip temperature were
repeated by changing the lead length from 11 to 55 cm. Lead
lengths were chosen to show the shift in resonance peaks.
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F. 4. (a) is the experimental setup. In all of the experiments, with the IPG
case or the electrode, leads were placed on a circular path as shown, with
the black circle inside the cylindrical phantom. The phantom was placed
inside the MR scanner to be cocentered with the transmit body birdcage coil.
(b) and (c) Placement of the temperature sensors with respect to the lead
and electrode, red arrows show the fiberoptic temperature sensors. In (c) an
inductor can be seen between the lead and electrode. Setup is placed on a net
formed of fishing line and fixed using knots.
3.B. Electrode circuit model
The circuit model of the electrode was also tested using both
MoM simulations and MRI experiments. For the simulations,
a spherical electrode with a 1 mm radius was used, and the
circuit parameters inside the medium were determined to be
as follows: conductivity of 0.42 S/m and relative permittivity
of 81, which are close to electrical properties of brain tissue
at 123 MHz.14 The electrode was connected to bare leads
with a radius of 0.5 mm and lengths 10 and 30 cm. During
MoM simulations, leads were positioned along the z-axis,
and a spherical electrode was connected to them. The elec-
trode was meshed with maximum edge length of 0.5 mm and
the leads were segmented with maximum segment length of
2 mm. The geometry was excited with plane electromagnetic
wave similar to the previous simulations. The induced currents
at the connection points of the leads to the electrode were
found using MoM simulations for both lead lengths. Then,
the Thevenin equivalents of both the leads were found using
MoTLiM, and the values of the circuit model parameters were
found. Then, the spherical electrode was connected to bare
leads with a radius of 0.1 mm and lengths 25, 35, and 45 cm.
Induced currents on the leads were solved for uniform E-field
incidence using the MoTLiM, and the results were compared
with the MoM simulations. For the MRI experiments, using
an inductor between the lead and the electrode, the impedance
of the electrode was matched to the Thevenin impedance of
the lead. Although perfect matching cannot be reached with
single element, imaginary part of the sum of lead Thevenin
impedance, electrode impedance, and impedance of inductor
can be adjusted to zero. A cylindrical copper electrode was
used with a radius of 2.2 mm and length of 7 mm, which are
close to dimensions of a commercial electrode. During the
experiments, a gel phantom with a conductivity of 0.14 S/m
and relative permittivity of 60 was used. The circuit model
parameters of the cylindrical electrode were found for the
medium which has the same electrical properties of the phan-
tom used during the experiments. Bare leads with a radius
of 1 mm and lengths 10 and 40 cm were used. Before the
experiments, matching concept was tested using MoM simu-
lations. The spherical electrode was connected to a bare lead
with a radius of 0.1 mm and length of 25 cm. An inductor
was placed between the electrode and the lead. The Thevenin
equivalent of the bare lead was found using the MoTLiM. The
electrode model was connected to the Thevenin equivalent of
the lead via a matching inductor. By changing the value of the
inductance to range from 1 and 250 nH, the real part of the
dissipated power was calculated for the electrode impedance
using the MoTLiM. Then, E-field and SAR were calculated on
the surface of the spherical electrode using MoM simulations
and compared with MoTLiM simulation results.
Then, matching the lead impedance to the electrode imped-
ance was demonstrated using experiments. A bare wire with
a radius of 0.5 mm and length of 20 cm was connected to the
cylindrical electrode with a radius of 2.2 mm and length of
7 mm via a custom-made matching inductor. The value of
the inductance was varied from 20 to 160 nH. Lead length
was chosen close to the resonance length and inductors were
wound to fit inside a lead. For each inductance value, the
temperature rise at the electrode was measured. For each
condition, the real part of the dissipated power associated with
the electrode impedance was calculated using the MoTLiM
and the electrode model. These calculations were compared
with the experimental data. All calculated power values were
for 1 V/m incident E-field; however, during experiments, much
higher incident field was used.
4. RESULTS
4.A. Simulation results
Circuit model parameters of the PEC box (1.2×4.4×5 cm)
inside the medium with relative permittivity 55 and conduc-
tivity 0.17 S/m, at 123 MHz, which is the resonance frequency
of Siemens 3 T TimTrio scanner under a 1 V/m incident field
were found as follows: Vc =−20.5+ j11.3 mV and Zc = 0.96
− j1.3 Ω. These values were used as boundary conditions to
solve the induced currents on the leads. In Fig. 5, induced
currents on the leads with lengths 40.3, 35.3, and 27.3 cm were
solved for with MoTLiM and compared with the MoM simu-
lations. The blue solid lines are the MoTLiM solutions, and the
red dashed lines are the MoM solutions of the induced currents.
At s = 0, the leads were connected to the IPG case. The errors
were 6.1%, 8.7%, and 6.0% for the lead lengths 40.3, 35.3,
and 27.3 cm, respectively. The circuit model parameters of
the spherical electrode were found inside the medium with
relative permittivity 81 and conductivity 0.42 S/m, and at
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F. 5. The induced currents on the leads with the IPG case connection under
1 V/m uniform E-field incidence. Three bare leads with radius 1 mm and
lengths (lm) 40.3 cm (×), 35.3 cm (◦), and 27.3 cm () were connected to a
PEC IPG case at the position s =−lm/2. The blue solid lines are the solution
obtained from the MoTLiM and IPG case model, and the red dashed lines are
the MoM solution results.
123 MHz under 1 V/m, the incident field was found to be Ve
=−20.5+ j4.1 mV and Ze = 149− j137 Ω. Similar to the IPG
case, the electrode model was used in the boundary conditions
to solve for the induced currents on the leads. In Fig. 6, induced
currents on the leads with lengths 25, 35, and 35 cm were
solved for using the MoTLiM and compared with the MoM
simulations. The blue solid lines are the MoTLiM solution,
and the red dashed lines are the MoM solutions of the induced
currents. The leads were connected to the electrodes at the
ends where the position s has a positive value. The errors were
4.6%, 4%, and 3.3% for the lead lengths 25, 35, and 45 cm,
respectively.
Then, the Thevenin voltage and impedance of the bare
lead with length 25 cm and radius 0.1 mm found as follows:
F. 6. The induced currents on leads with electrode connections under 1
V/m uniform E-field incidence. The blue solid lines are the solution obtained
using the MoTLiM and IPG case model, and the red dashed lines are the
MoM solution results. Three bare leads with radius 0.1 mm and lengths
25 cm (), 35 cm (◦) and 45 cm (×) were connected to a spherical electrode
at the end where the position in the figure has a positive value.
F. 7. The blue solid line is the real part of the dissipated power for the
impedance of the spherical electrode with radius 1 mm. The red diamonds
are the unaveraged SAR at a point 0.1 µm away from the electrode obtained
using MoM simulations. The value of the matching inductance was changed
from 1 to 250 nH.
Vth = 8.7− j28.6 mV and Zth = 37.7+ j4.88 Ω. In Fig. 7, the
real power and SAR reach the maximum values, where the
imaginary part of the sum of Zth, Ze, and Zm equals zero.
4.B. Experiment results
In Fig. 8, blue cross sign, ×, indicates the rise in tip temper-
ature when the lead is connected to IPG case. The blue plus
sign, +, indicates the rise in tip temperature when both ends of
the lead were floating inside the phantom. The red dashed line
indicates the square of the voltage at the tip of the lead when
it is connected to the IPG case. The red solid line indicates
the square of the voltage at the lead tip when both ends of
the lead are floating inside the phantom. The location of the
F. 8. The dashed red line is the square of the hypothetical voltage at the
end of the lead for different lead lengths when the lead is connected to the
IPG case. The solid red line is the square of the hypothetical voltage at the
end of the lead for different lead lengths. Blue × is the measured temperature
rise at the lead tip when the lead is connected to the IPG case. The blue + is
the measured rise in tip temperature of the lead with no connection. Left y
axis is the temperature rise and right y axis is the square of the hypothetical
voltage. Axis scales are adjusted for the best visualization of the trend.
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F. 9. The blue solid line is the calculated dissipated power for the real
part of the electrode impedance with respect to the value of the matching
impedance. The green diamonds indicate the measured temperature rise with
respect to the value of the matching impedance at the electrode end. Right y
axis is the temperature rise and left y axis is the square of the hypothetical
voltage. Axis scales are adjusted for the best visualization of the trend.
resonance peaks is calculated with less than 13% error. The
rise in tip temperature when the lead is connected to the IPG
case is predicted with less than 4% error.
In Fig. 9, the green diamonds indicate the rise in tip temper-
ature with respect to the value of the matching impedance.
The blue solid line is the calculated real power dissipated
for the electrode impedance. The matching of the electrode
impedance to the lead Thevenin impedance is shown, and it is
also predicted using MoTLiM and the electrode circuit model.
The value of the matching impedance was predicted with 0.5%
error.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, the electrode and case parts of an active
implantable device (IPG) were modeled with an electrical
circuit at the operating frequency of 3 T scanner, which was
available on site. A novel method was developed to find the
parameter values of the circuit model at RF. The electrical
circuit model contains an impedance and a voltage source. The
impedance models the interaction of the electrode/IPG case
with the tissue, and the voltage source shows the effect of the
incident field. To find the parameter values, both MoTLiM and
MoM simulations were used. The MoM was used because of
its capability of accurately solving currents on wires; however,
any other numerical method can also be used. The values of the
circuit model parameters were tested using MoM simulations
and MRI experiments. A uniform E-field incidence was used
for all of the derivations, simulations, and experiments for
the sake of simplicity. All concepts can be rederived using
the methods explained here for a known E-field incidence. It
is shown that MoTLiM11 is capable of solving currents for
nonuniform E-field as long as the tangential component of the
E-field is known. The performance of the MoTLiM combined
with the proposed circuit models of IPG case and the elec-
trodes, however, has not been tested under nonuniform electric
field. If the field variation is small compared to electrode
and IPG case size, we predict that the overall performance
of the proposed analysis method will be similar to that of
MoTLiM alone. As it was discussed in the original MoTLiM
study,11 the current distribution on the lead can be predicted
reasonably well when the electric field variation along the lead
is small. Also, during these analyses, bare cylindrical leads
were used with a rectangular IPG case, a cylindrical electrode,
and a spherical electrode. In this study, the effect of IPG
case and electrode geometry on the induced currents has not
been analyzed rigorously. We predict that the induced current
distribution on the leads that are connected to the different
electrodes and IPG cases will have similar sinusoidal standing
wave behavior. For any shape of IPG cases and electrodes,
one should find the corresponding model parameters using the
proposed method. Also, in this study, lead is directly connected
to the IPG case. Although in some implants this connection
can be done using lumped elements, in theory these lumped
elements can be incorporated into proposed model. Of course,
experimental verification needs to be done for such modifica-
tion to our proposed model.
It is also highly possible that the AIMD lies inside different
tissues. Because defined IPG case and electrode impedances
are medium dependent, they must be found using the electri-
cal properties of the medium surrounding the IPG case and
electrode. Also, the lead could be passing through different
tissues. For this situation, the lead can be considered as serially
connected transmission lines with different kt and Z values.
Using MoTLiM, the lead part was analyzed, and with the
proposed circuit models, the effects of the IPG case, electrode,
and any lumped circuit element placed between these parts
could be analyzed. With this theory, a complex scattering
problem was recast as a circuit problem, and any modification
could be solved easily.
To test the IPG case, induced currents were calculated
using the MoTLiM, and the circuit model was then compared
with the MoM simulations. The error in the solutions was
below 10%. Then, the IPG case model was tested using the
MRI experiments. The square of the hypothetical voltage was
calculated at the end of the lead, with the IPG case connection
at the other end. The square of the hypothetical voltage was
also found for the lead without a connection to any IPG case
or electrode. Then, MRI experiments were conducted for these
cases. A bare lead was connected to a PEC box and replaced
inside a uniform phantom. The tip heating was then measured
by changing the lead length. The tip temperature rise was
measured for the same lead with no case connection. These
data were then compared with the calculations. The locations
of the resonance peaks were predicted with and without the
IPG case with a less than 13% error. The change in the magni-
tude of the temperature rise when the IPG case was connected
to the lead was predicted with a less than 4% error.
To test the electrode, induced currents on the leads were
solved for different lead lengths. The MoTLiM results were
compared with the MoM simulations. The error in the induced
currents was less then 5%. Then, the power matching concept
was demonstrated with simulations and experiments. A match-
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ing inductor was placed between the electrode and the lead,
and the power dissipated for the real part of the electrode
impedance was calculated by changing the inductance value.
When the electrode impedance was matched to the lead
Thevenin impedance, the dissipated power for the real part of
the electrode impedance reached its maximum. MRI experi-
ments were conducted for the same scenario. It is shown that
at the matching condition, the temperature rise at the electrode
reaches its maximum. This result is important, as replacing the
inductor between lead and electrode was used for preventing
a temperature rise at the electrode end.15 However, it is shown
that the value of the inductance must be chosen carefully, as it
can affect the tip temperature rise.
The analysis was conducted to determine the square of the
hypothetical voltage. In the quasistatic region, the scattered
fields decayed fast due to the loss of the medium, the square of
the hypothetical voltage at the tip of the lead had a linear rela-
tionship with the SAR, and the temperature rise was calculated
using linear approximations2,16 from the SAR distribution. In
the case for which these assumptions fail, the SAR can be
solved for using the whole hypothetical voltage distribution
along the lead.
With the presented data, it is shown that IPG case and elec-
trode can be modeled with a simple circuit model. Although
all modeling was done for 3 T, which is available on site, all
derivations can be easily done for 1.5 T as frequency is just
a parameter in kt and Z .11 Presented circuit models can be
helpful in order to choose correct IPG case, lead, and elec-
trode combinations. In the literature, there are studies7 which
show that using a lead with different electrodes will result
in different temperature rise in the tissue, and these studies
were mostly based on experimental methods. After defining
the electrode and lead Thevenin impedances, results of these
experiments can be interpreted as mismatch between these
impedances. In this work, it is shown that by matching the elec-
trode impedance to the lead Thevenin impedance, temperature
rise can be maximized. This fact can also be used adversely,
and impedances can be chosen as the current flowing through
the electrode is small such that it will not cause excessive
heating.
Also, a recent study17 shows the effect of abandoned leads
on the heating of a MR conditional pacemaker system. In
this case, a new MR conditional lead is placed adjacent to an
old lead which is no more connected to an IPG. For analysis
of the tip heating of two adjacent leads, coupling between
each other must be considered. Despite the coupling between
two adjacent leads, induced currents on them will still have
oscillatory standing wave behavior, so the models proposed
in this paper may be used for analysis of two adjacent leads.
However, the model parameters must be found by considering
the coupling between two leads.
In the IPG case experiments, it is shown that the presence
of the IPG case drastically changes the resonance length and
the amount of temperature rise. Langman et al. showed that
for different lead lengths connecting IPG to the lead can either
increase or decrease the tip heating.18 Here, this effect is ex-
plained with the shift of length-temperature rise curve in the
presence of the IPG case. It is shown that the effect of IPG case
on the tip temperature rise can be predicted using the proposed
lumped element models. With the IPG case circuit model, this
length can be predicted with less than 13% error. So, this fact
can be useful for avoiding resonance.
Also, with the recent advancements,5 obtaining MR condi-
tional labeling is a hot topic for AIMD producers. In determin-
ing the conditions that implanted AIMDs may be used in the
MRI, worst case analysis is necessary. Currently, this process
is carried out with extensive number of experiments. Using
the proposed model of AIMD, the process of finding worst
case conditions is simplified. As we show, the heating can
be predicted using analytical formulations, once an AIMD is
modeled with six parameters, a voltage source and impedance
for the IPG case and the electrode, wavenumber, and imped-
ance per length for the lead. In addition, effect of modifica-
tions on the lead can be examined. Weiss et al.19,20 proposed
MRI safe transmission line using transformers and matching
networks to connect transmission line sections. Their design
can be easily analyzed with MoTLiM models. Inductance,
resistance, and stray capacitance of transformer sections and
matching networks can easily be integrated into MoTLiM and
can be analyzed. Optimization of the device can easily be done
with MoTLiM modeling. Ladd and Quick21 proposed placing
RF chokes on the leads. Effect of these chokes can also be
analyzed with MoTLiM modeling. Resistance of these chokes
can be integrated on the MoTLiM model, and interaction with
electrodes and IPG cases can be analyzed.
In sum, using the presented lumped circuit models of
implant electrode and the case together with the lead model,
MoTLiM, the effect of the IPG case and the electrode on
the tissue heating can be predicted. Using proposed lumped
element models together with MoTLiM, worst case condition
for tissue heating can be predicted and MRI safety tests of
AIMDs can be designed. Also, these models may be helpful
for designing of MRI compatible AIMDs.
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